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Spirited Away (Hayao Miyazaki, 2001) is a magical

animated film by Ghibli Studios released in theatres in
2001. It was the director's first feature-length film and has
been very acclaimed by critics and animated fans around

the world. Spirited Away is also considered to be one of the
… List of anime featuring takoyaki (omelette). Spirited

Away is a very well-known anime movie that was directed
by Hayao Miyazaki.Extractors, compressors, expanders, or
pumps, are frequently used to transfer fluids or semi-fluids,

sometimes in the form of slurries, from one location to
another. Frequently, when a pump is used to transfer such
fluids, the fluid must be transferred to a reservoir in the

vicinity of the pump itself. In order to transfer the fluid, the
fluid contained in a pipe is forced into an intake line which
directs the fluid to the pump. As the fluid enters the intake

line, however, it may be subject to undesirable pressure
levels or pressure surges. This may occur as a result of

various events, such as lifting of the fluid from the reservoir
in which the pump is located, spouting of the fluid from the
reservoir, movement of the fluid within the pipe, and other

situations. Various check valves have been used in fluid
conveyance lines to prevent or minimize undesirable

pressure surges. Generally, valves of this type include a
stationary body or sleeve with a fluid passage in the body.

The stationary body is disposed in the fluid passage or
intake line and is urged against the inner surface of the

passage by a spring, or similar device, so that the fluid may
pass from the intake line through the valve and into the
fluid passage defined by the stationary body. In use, the
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valve is disposed in the intake line near its connection to a
pump or reservoir, and fluid is allowed to pass through the

valve and into the fluid passage so that the fluid may be
transferred. Thus, the valve prevents high pressure surges
from being conveyed through the intake line and into the

fluid passage defined by the stationary body. One example
of such a valve
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